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Ge detector for the Edelweiss  

dark matter experiment  

Electronic transport and charge collection in  

cryogenic Ge detectors for dark matter search  
A. Broniatowski, CSNSM/CNRS – Orsay (France) 

- From detector design to computer modeling of charge collection 

- Anisotropy in electron motion 

 

- Scattering processes: the rôle of intervalley transitions 

 - Experimental data for the intervalley transition rates at mK temperatures 

 - Impurity-versus-phonon scattering 

 - Neutral dopant scattering the most likely explanation for intervalley 

scattering 

         in the low-field, low-temperature operating conditions of the detectors  

20 

mm 



Why do we have anisotropy ? The germanium band structure 
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 electrons just do not drift along the field lines ! 
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Intervalley scattering by 

phonons 

 hq ~ 10 meV - 40 meV   

  a highly inelastic process, most  

effective at high temperature (> ~ 300 K)  

and/or high electric field  

Scattering by neutral or by ionized 

impurities:  

an elastic process: impurity = fixed center of force  momentum conservation is relaxed  

  impurity scattering the sole                   remaining process at low enough 

     temperatures and electric fields 

Given the low temperature (20 mK - 50 mK) 

and collection field (~ 1  V/cm) in these 

devices, a very likely possibility.  

Lattice vibration (q, q) 

 k’ = k    q  (+ G)   &   E(k’)  =  E(k)    hq  

Object of the work:  

(1) to measure the intervalley transition rate as a function of the field intensity. 

(2) to identify the different régimes of scattering: phonons vs. impurities.  

(3) in the latter case, to determine the nature and the charge state of the impurities        

involved. 
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Intervalley scattering rate per electron vs. electric field 

Impurity contribution (
iv
) to 

intervalley scattering rate 

Experimental data from 3 

different crystals:● ID201 (HP-

Ge n-type <1x1010 cm-3)♦ 

FID201 (p-type,1x1011 cm-3) 
■ ID203 (n-type,1x1011 cm-3) 
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           Experimental data are consistent with the hypothesis that intervalley scattering  

         at mK temperatures under low field conditions (< a few V/cm) be due to the 

dopant           impurities in the neutral state, with typical cross-sections 
iv

 ~ 10-12 - 10-

11 cm2 

thermal electrons as a  function of temperature, 

from acoustoelectric effect (Weinreich et al., Phys. 

Rev. 114 1959) 
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Same for hot electrons as a function of mean 

kinetic energy, taking the scattering centers  

to be the dopant species in the neutral 

state.Due to carrier freeze-out at mK 

temperatures, N
scatt

 then identifies with the 

doping level of the Ge crystals (these 

measurements) 



Intervalley transition rates from charge sharing measurements 

(1) Intervalley transitions and charge sharing between the collection electrodes  

Note the difference in electron straggle, and in the amount of charge  

collected in the different measurement channels depending on the  

strength of the collection field F
c
.  
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Experimental setup  
Pattern of charge sharing betweeen  

the collection electrodes as a function  

of detector bias  
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(2) Experimental data for electron sharing between the collection electrodes  



(3) Fitting procedure of simulated charge collection pattern to experimental data  

Input: master-curve for the intervalley 

transition rate vs. effective field 

Monte Carlo simulation 

code for carrier transport  

& charge collection 

Correction to master-curve 

Experiment : electron collection pattern  

vs. detector bias 

Iterative fit of computer simulation to experimental data 

FID201: experiment 

FID201: simulation 
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Summary of results 

(1)  Impurities in Ge at low fields and low temperatures dominate the process 

      of intervalley scattering, which is key to the modeling of electron transport  

      and charge collection in cryogenic Ge detectors for dark matter search.  

 

     This comes in addition  to their more classical effects as as carrier traps: 

     see poster C105 by M.C. Piro 'Trapping lengths and velocity laws for  

     hot carriers in doped and ultra-pure Ge crystals at mK temperatures'. 

 

(2) Data for the intervalley transition rates as a function of the electric field 

     are consistent with the hypothesis that the impurities involved are the  

     dopant (group III and V) species in the neutral state. 

 

(3) Experimental checks (e.g. pulse-shape analysis of time-resolved charge  

     collection signals) confirm the general features of this analysis.   


